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Process Paper
When choosing a topic for this years National History Day I knew that I wanted to
focus on an artistic part of history. I narrowed my options down to music, dance, and art,
and finally concluded with protest posters in history. After tinkering with my thesis
statement for a while I eventually decided to discuss the importance of protest posters in
the Black Freedom Struggle. This ties into the overall theme of Communication in History
because the messages that were conveyed through the numerous posters displayed in the
Black Freedom Struggle helped communicate the problems in society to the rest of the
world. These messages ultimately helped shape society to the place it is today and continue
to do so as new protests continue to be fought.
As I searched for the right sources for my project I discovered a few articles that
covered the importance of posters in history and proved my thesis correct. The articles
that I found discussed exactly what I needed and the authors of most of the articles that I
incorporated in my project were very credible which made it easier for me to rely on the
information that was provided.
As far as the way in which I wanted to deliver my project I knew right away that I
wanted to present my information in the form of a documentary. For the past two years of
doing NHD I have presented my projects through documentaries and this year I wanted to
do the same since it was so enjoyable to do before. Not only that, but I wanted to see my
progress in documentary making from 7th to 9th grade. My script wasn't very hard to do
thanks to my helpful sources, years of essay writing and debate cases that I have to pull
together each month. When it comes to the documentary itself I used imovie as it is the
most familiar editing tool to me
For the historical aspect of my project I decided to cover the significance of
advocating for the rights of African-Americans during a time where they were severely

oppressed through imagery and a visual representation of their demands. “Activists
throughout the black freedom struggle used protest signs and posters to convey powerful
messages, to advocate for the creation of important new laws, to repeal damaging laws and
to spread awareness of crucial issues due to the atrocities that they faced. Policy change and
a shift in Black representation in leadership were the chief goals of the freedom
movement.”
Finally, it was important that I clearly conveyed the significance of protest posters in
history. Protest posters in the Black freedom struggle helped change many things such as
the I Am A man poster which helped raise awareness for the creation of new laws that
would protect sanitation workers from the possible dangers of their work. This goal was
eventually achieved after OSHA passed laws that reflected this need.
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